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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A colorful guide to make your Android phone do your bidding


	The popularity of Android phones is simply exploding, so it's a perfect time for popular For Dummies author Dan Gookin to update his bestselling guide to all things Android phones. From setup and configuration to taking advantage of the latest amazing...
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Plant-Pathogen Interactions: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	Plant-Pathogen Interactions: Methods and Protocols, Second Edition expands upon the first edition with current, detailed protocols for the study of plant pathogen genome sequences. It contains new chapters on techniques to help identify and characterize effectors and to study their impacts on host immunity and their roles in pathogen...
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Linear and Nonlinear Rotordynamics: A Modern Treatment with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A wide-ranging treatment of fundamental rotordynamics in order to serve engineers with the necessary knowledge to eliminate various vibration problems.

	New to this edition are three chapters on highly significant topics:

	Vibration Suppression - The chapter presents various methods and is a helpful guidance for professional...
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Physics in Biology and Medicine, Fourth Edition (Complementary Science)Academic Press, 2012

	Physics in Biology and Medicine, Fourth Edition explores concepts in physics as they apply to living systems. The discussion is organized into 18 chapters encompassing thermodynamics, electricity, optics, sound, solid mechanics, fluid mechanics, and atomic and nuclear physics. Each chapter provides a brief review of the background physics...
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Handbook on Business Process Management 2: Strategic Alignment, Governance, People and Culture (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2014

	Business Process Management (BPM) has become one of the most widely used approaches for the design of modern organizational and information systems. The conscious treatment of business processes as significant corporate assets has facilitated substantial improvements in organizational performance but is also used to ensure the conformance of...
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Flexible BronchoscopyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	With the development of new instruments and the refining of new techniques, flexible bronchoscopy has become one of the most frequently performed invasive procedures in pulmonary medicine.


	This new edition of Flexible Bronchoscopy is an essential addition to the bronchoscopist's bookshelf. It highlights possible...
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Windows Software Compatibility and Hardware TroubleshootingApress, 2015

	As companies keep their existing hardware and operating systems for more years than ever before, the need to diagnose and repair problems is becoming ever more important for IT Pros and system administrators.


	Whatever version of Windows you’re using (including Windows 10) you’ll likely need to maintain compatibility...
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Hadoop For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Let Hadoop For Dummies help harness the power of your data and rein in the information overload

	

	Big data has become big business, and companies and organizations of all sizes are struggling to find ways to retrieve valuable information from their massive data sets with becoming overwhelmed. Enter Hadoop and this...
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Broadband Direct RF Digitization Receivers (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book discusses the trade-offs involved in designing direct RF digitization receivers for the radio frequency and digital signal processing domains.  A system-level framework is developed, quantifying the relevant impairments of the signal processing chain, through a comprehensive system-level analysis.  Special focus is given...
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Essential Statistics, Regression, and EconometricsAcademic Press, 2011

	Essential Statistics, Regression, and Econometrics provides students with a readable, deep understanding of the key statistical topics they need to understand in an econometrics course. It is innovative in its focus, including real data, pitfalls in data analysis, and modeling issues (including functional forms, causality, and instrumental...
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Emotionales Interaktionsdesign: Gesten und Mimik interaktiver Systeme (X.media.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Multitouch-Interfaces und instrumentengestützte Eingabetechniken bestimmen inzwischen den Umgang mit digitalen Geräten. Interaktion zwischen Mensch und Technik wird in dem Buch als ein Wechselspiel von Gesten und Mimik betrachtet – auch seitens des Systems. Der Autor hat Sequenz- und Interaktionsdiagramme entwickelt, anhand...
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Bilirubin: Jekyll and Hyde Pigment of Life: Pursuit of Its Structure Through Two World Wars to the New MilleniumSpringer, 2013

	The book covers the totality of bilirubin (and heme from which bilirubin is derived biogenetically) the structural relationship of bilirubin to its solution properties and metabolism and to phototherapy for the jaundiced newborn - a common medical procedure used nowadays for lowering serum bilirubin, which is neurotoxic.
...
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